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ABSTRACT. In a recent paper Robin has d eveloped a method of calcula ting the rel a t ion between bed a nd 
surface topograph y of an ice sheet. H e found that by including the effect of long itudin a l strains in the 
equilibrium equation the correlation between theory and observat ion could be much improved . This 
paper is concerned with the m athematica l just ifi ca tion of the assumption made by R o bin . 

R EsU ME. Sur la relation entre la tOjJograjJhie slIjJerficielle et celle du socle rochellx d'ull indlandsis. Da ns une recente 
publicat ion , R o bin a d eveloppe une methode de ca lcld de la rel at ion entre la topogra phie superfi cielle et 
cell e du socle rocheux d ' un ind landsis . 11 a trouve qu 'en introduisan t I'e ffet de deformations longitudina les 
dans I'equation d 'equilibre. la co rrelat ion entre la theorie et I'observa tion pouva it etre bien a melioree. 
Le present rapport constitue la justifica tion mathema tique des hypotheses fa ites pa r R obin . 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG . Uber den ,(usammenhallg <wischell der Obedlachen- und UntergrundstojJographie van E is
schilden. In e iner neueren Arbeit hat R obin e ine M ethode zur Berechnung d es Zusammenhanges zwischen 
Untergrunds- und OberA achen topographie eines Eisschildes entwickelt. "Er fand , d ass be i BerLicksi chtigung 
der Wirkung von Langsverzerrung in d er Gleichgewichtsbedingung die Ubereinstimmung zwischen Theorie 
und Beobachtung sta rk verbessert werden ka nn. Diese Arbeit ist a uf die mathemat ische BegrLindung von 
R obins Annahme gerichtet. 

I. I NTROD UCTION 

Th is paper is complementary to a paper by Robin ( 1967) concerning the Row of an ice 
sheet over an uneven bed, and in particular the relation between bed and surface topography. 
Until recently a simple pseudo-hydrostatic theory due to N ye ( 195'.2 ) has been in sufficien t 
agreement with observation as not to warrant any refinem ent in the theory. However, recent 
improvements in observational precision using continuous radio-echo sounding techniques 
have shown discrepancies between observation and this theory. Similar d iscrepancies have 
been previously noted by Lliboutry ( [958, [964- 65) from data obtained on the M er de G lace. 

In his paper Robin shows that by taking into account the "longitudinal stresses" se t up by 
the Row of ice over protuberances on the bed, the correlation between theory and observation 
can be much improved. The present paper is concerned with the mathematical justification 
of Robin's approach. 

In section '.2 an exact statement of the quasi-static equi li brium of the ice is derived in an 
integrated form. Two related assumptions are then made to reduce the problem to a readi ly 
tractable one-d imensional one. T he relat ion between longitudinal stress (which is g iven a 
precise meaning) and strain-rate is d erived in section 3, and the validity of the a ssumptions 
made is discussed in section 4. 

'.2 . THE Q UASI- STATE EQUILIBRIUM OF AN I CE SHEET 

Consider the two-dimensional (plane-strain) Row of ice over an uneven bed (Fig. [ ) . 
Take orthogonal cartesian axes O x, Oy in the horizontal and vertical d irections, O x being an 
arbitrarily chosen horizontal datum li ne . (An a lternative scheme wou ld be to take local 
orthogonal axes with one axis in the local d irection of the bed or surface. The resulting 
integrated form of the equilibrium equations are then symbolically simpler, but have the 
disadvantage of being referred to axes which are curvilinear and may be initially unknown. ) 
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Fig . 2. Infinitesimal triangle in the surface 

The differential forms of the equilibrium equations (neglec ting inertia) are, in the x andy 
directions respectively, 

and 

where ax, ay are the normal components and T xy the shear component of stress and p the 
density of ice (assumed uniform) . 

The shear stress on the bed we shall denote by T. On the surface the normal and shear 
tractions are both zero; it is convenient to express these conditions in terms of the stress 
components referred to the (x,y) coordinate system . Consider the equilibrium of the infinitesi
m al triangle PQR shown in Figure 2 , PQ lies in the surface and is hence stress free . R esolving in 
the x and y directions we obtain 

ax PR + T XY QR = 0, ay QR + T xy PR = 0, 

but PR/QR = tan IX = - dhs/dx = -h ~, 

therefore ax = Txy/h ~, ay = T x y h ~ (3) 

where hs is the vertical height of the surface above the datum and IX the inclination of the 
surface to the horizontal. 

An integrated form of one of the equilibrium equations can be obtained by considering the 
equilibrium of the region AB CD in Figure I. Resolving parallel to the bed so as to avoid the 
large, unknown normal traction of the bed, 
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hs h. 

Tsecf3 - pgh sin f3 = cosf3 :x fa x dY -Sinf3 :x f Txydy (4) 
hb lib 

where fJ is the slope of the bed , hb, hs are the heights of the bed and surface above the datum 
and h = hs-hb is the vertical ice thickness. 

It is reasona bly well established (e.g. Nye, 1959) that the flow of ice is not affected by 
hydrostatic pressure, and hence in any flow law the normal strain-rates must be related to the 
deviatori c components of normal stress (i. e. normal stress less the hydrostatic stress) . W e 
cannot then relate ax as it occurs in Equa tion (4) to the strain-rates, but must first eliminate 
the hydrosta tic component. This is done below by using the vertical equilibrium equa tion to 

h, 

express :x I a y dx in terms of the shear stress and boundary tractions, and then combining 

hb 

this with Equation (4) so that the right-hand side is replaced by terms independent of the 
hydrostatic pressure. 

Consider 
hi h5 

0' I 0 I OTXY 0 'I 'I ox' y Txy dy - ox y~ dy + ox [hs h s Txy s-hb hb Txy b] 
hb hb 

performing the first differentiation with respect to x (the suffixes "s" and " b" signify tha t the 
stress component is evalua ted on the surface and bed respectively). Substituting for OTXY/OX 
from the second equilibrium equa tion and making use of the surface boundary condi tions (3), 

~ ~ 

0' I 0 [I 2 2 I Oay , ] ox' YTxy dy = ox ; pg(hs-hb)- y~ dy+hs a Y ls- hb hbTxY l b ' 
h h 

and, using the formula for integra tion by parts, 
h, 

01 0 , 2 ' I I = ox ay dy + Ox [t pg(hs- hb ) - hb hb Txy b+ hs ay SJ. 
hb 

H ence combining this with Equation (4) we obtain 

\(5)' 
This equation is exact, depending only on the quasi-static equilibrium of the ice sheet. 

W e now make two related approximations (a) fJ the bed slope, and hence IX the surface 
slope, is small, so that we can replace sin f3 by fJ , etc., and (b) the shear stress component Txy 
is small compared with ax- ay a t least when averaged throughout the thickness of the ice. 
Equa tion (5) now reduces to 

h. 

o I 0 T - pghfJ = ox (ax- ay) dy -ox [tpg (h~-h6)+ hb ay lb] (6) 
hb 

The approximation (b) is in fact over-restrictive for the validity of Equation (6) , it being 
only necessary for Txy to be such that the second term on the right-hand side of Equation (5) 

* T his way of expressing the equilibrium equa tion was suggested to the a uthor by Dr R. Hill , who had 
obta ined the corresponding equation for a plane inclined bed (unpublished) using a genera l technique described 
in Hill ( 1963). 
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be small in comparison with the first. However it is shown later that to relate the stresses 
with strain-rates calculable from known accumulation data it is n ecessary to make the stronger 
approximation made here. 

From Equations ( 2 ) and (3) we see that the n eglect of the Txy term implies that - ay is 
equal to the weight of overlying ice. In particular on the bed ay lb = - pgh = - pg(hs-hb )' 
This can be seen directly by considering the vertical equilibrium of the ice column ABCD in 
Figure I . Since we are n eglecting the shear stresses on AB and CD , the normal force on the 
bed ba lances the weight of the ice column. Thus the vertical normal stress component is the 
sam e as if the ice were stagnant (to the approximations of the presen t theory). This is not 
true of the horizontal normal stress component. 

Combining the last term on the right-hand side with that on the left we have finally 
h, 

a J of T - pghrx = -;:;-- (ax - ay) dy = -a 
ox x 

hs hb 

where F = f (ax - ay) dy = h(ax - ay) (8) 

hb 

(bars denoting quantltles averaged throughout the ice thickness) . Notice that the slope 
occurring in Equation (7) is the surface and not the bed slope. T he argument presented 
above shows that this fact can be attributed to the need to eliminate hydrostatic pressure 
fro m E quation (4), and it would not follow if ice were a compressible material. 

If further we assume ax - ay is negligible, so that both ax and ay a re equal to the hydro
static stress, then we have Nye's pseudo-hydrostatic theory 

T = pghrx . (9) 
If we can assume T is constant along the bed , then the ice thickness is inversely proportional 
to the surface slope (Nye, 1952). Alternatively we could use the law of sliding, in which the 
longitudinal velocity u is assumed constant wi rh depth, and is related to the sheat' stress on 
the bed by a power law (W eertman, 1957; Nye, 1959) 

u = (T /E )m (10) 
where E, m are constan ts, m = (n+ 1)/2 where n is the power in Glen's law. The relation 
between ice thickness and surface slope based on Equations (9) a nd (10) is derived by Nye 
( 1959) · 

T h e present theOl-y differs from Nye's in the inclusion of the " longitudinal force" F in the 
equilibrium equa tion (7) . The importance of this effect was first noted by Orowan (1949) 
who, however , only considered the basic equilibrium equation (4) . In his analysis ofVallot's 
data from the Mer de Glace, Lliboutry did in fact use Equation (7) ; he did not, however, 
prove this equation rigorously or investigate the conditions for its validity. 

In order to relate this additional force with the longitudinal stra in-rate, use must be made 
of the flow law. 

3. USE OF THE FLOW L AW 

Nye's genera lization of Glen's law can be written (as in Nye, 1957) 

E = (T/ A)n 
where A, n are constants, n = 4 and E, '1' are the second 
stress-deviator tensors respectivel y, defined by 

E' = (Ex- Ey )2 + 4E x'y 

and 

T he individual tensor components are related by 

invariants of the stra in-rate and 

Ex = Aa~, Ey = Aa~ , EXY = AT XY 
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where a~, a~ are the normal stress deviators and ,\ = Tn- 11An for consistency with Equation 
( I [). The normal strain-rate components also satisfy the incompressibility conditions 

Ex+ Ey = 0 ( [5) 

W e now make the assumption that the shear components of strain-rate are small in 
comparison with the normal strain-rates when averaged throughout the thickness of the ice 
(more precisely aulay, av/ox <{ ou/ox, av/ay) . This is the same as assumption (b) in section 2 . 

In which case Equations ( [2 ) and ( [3) reduce (when averaged) to: 

Thus from Equations ( I I ) and (15) 

Ex = - Ey = H (a x- ay )/A] n 

where we have further assumed that T or equivalently Ex = oulax is constant with depth so 
that we can equate 7=n with Tn. This follows from our neglect of shear strain-rate, for if 
ouloy = 0 everywhere then 02U/oxoy = 0 , i.e. oEx/ay = o. The value of Ex can then be 
expressed in terms of accumulation distribution and surface velocity by considering the 
conservation of mass in ABCD (Fig. I ) 

lis lis 

:x I udy = I ~:dy+ u ls h~ -u l bhb = a 
hlJ l ib 

where a is the accumulation rate. Again invoking the assumption that cu/cy = 0 so that 
uls = Ulb, we have 

_ I 

Ex = It (a - uh' ) ( 17) 

From estimated values of a and u and measured values of h and hi, Ex is given by Equation 
( [ 7) and hence a x - ay from Equation ( [ 6), F from Equation (8) and the necessary modifica
tion to the surface slope from Equation (7). For details of the calculations the reader is 
referred to Robin 's papel' ( 1967) . 

4. SUMMARY 

The two approximations necessary for the application of Robin's method are as stated 
in section 2: 

(a ) the bed slope f3 is small, 

(b ) the shear stress component Txy is small compared with the normal stress difference 
when averaged throughout the ice thickness. 

Assumption (b ) is a sufficient condition for the use of the approximate equilibrium 
equation (7) . It is both necessary and sufficient for the application of the flow law in the 
simplified form of Equation (16) . This approximation will hold if the motion of the ice 
consists entirely of basal slip, the longitudinal velocity being constant with depth, and the 
only internal deformation occurring being longitudinal straining. This is the assumption 
Nye makes in his sliding model of glacier motion. However , it is not justified to neglect the 
oFlox term in the equilibrium equation, as Nye (1959) does, if this term is comparable with T, 
the relative importance of these two terms must be estimated in each case considered. 

The effect of making approximations (a ) and (b ) is to reduce the problem to an essentially 
one-dimensional one. If these approximations are relaxed it becomes necessary to solve a 
two-dimensional boundary-value problem. This latter problem is considerably more difficult 
and laborious to solve. 
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